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Laying stone for floors, walls, cobbles and pillars
has never been easier or more cost effective.
Introducing the unique lockfast patented, interlocking
systems. A revolutionary breakthrough in the creation
of beautiful exterior and interior stone surfaces!
What makes the lock fast system so unique?
Stoneazy’s lockfast floor system has revolutionised the way natural stone is laid.
But revolutions don’t happen overnight. 20 years of dedication and persistence have been invested
in the development of the heart and soul of the lockfast range.
The revolutionary qualities of the lockfast system include:
Stoneazy lockfast is quick and easy to install, with minimal labour required.
The quality and finish is equal to that of the most experienced stonemason.
Stoneazy lockfast is hand cut and placed. No panel is the same.
Stoneazy lockfast saves up to 30% waste, with no mess involved.
Most off cuts can be re-used on site.
Ungrouted panels allow for choices of colour and textured grout.
Any colour or textured stone can be adapted to the lockfast system.
The Stoneazy lockfast system is not a mosaic. It’s unique strength allows for flexibilty of use
with no restriction in material type, shape, size or thickness.
Stoneazy lockfast products give 100% bond in any weather – guaranteed.
Stoneazy lockfast can be laid by a tiler, tradesman, or home handyman.
Stoneazy lockfast interlocks in multiple directions – there is no set grid.
All sandstone products are pre-sealed at the Stoneazy factory.
Modern factory assembly line with strict quality assurance – no need for costly inspectors.
Stoneazy lockfast floor, wall, pillar and cobble is made to fit with a natural interlocking edge.
Cutting is required only at the top and bottom.
Stoneazy lockfast can also custom create an exclusive variety of sandblasted designer panels.
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Laying the lockfast system is as easy as 1,2,3!
Nothing is as simple as laying Stoneazy’s lockfast systems. Just follow these three easy steps for
the most economical and versatile natural stone finish ever.

1 GLUE

Simply apply Stoneazy’s special surface bonding glue to the back of the
lockfast product, as you would on tiles or any other surface laying material.

2 LOCK

Now lock in the lockfast product in any of the many interlocking options
available from the patented lockfast floor system. Refer to the easy-to-use instructions provided
for more detailed information.

3 GROUT

Finish off by grouting the product in your preferred colour or textured grout.

Other lockfast
Stoneazy
products!
Otherand
lockfast
products!
“Our patented lockfast system is simply the most exciting breakthrough in laying stone this
century. Previously, stonework was the sole domain of highly specialised and expensive
stonemasons. Stoneazy now makes it possible for anyone from the home handyman to the
professional tradesman to lay quality stonework for a fraction of the cost, without compromising on
the quality of finish. Stoneazy lockfast is truly a product for the new millennium.”
Brian Boserio, Manufacturing Technical Chief
The unique Stoneazy lockfast patented system has been ingeniously
applied to a stunning range of interlocking natural stone products that
will also save you time and money.
The lockfast cobble range.
The lockfast wall range.
The lockfast pillar range.
Ask us about our spectacular designer panels Stoneazy has developed an ingenious method of
sandblasting designs onto the surface of the stone cobbles. These cost-effective designer panels
are exclusive to the lockfast range. Stoneazy can also supply a choice of coloured and textured
grout, as well as a long-lasting adhesive that has been specially developed to complement the
lockfast range – allowing us to guarantee our finished product for 15 years. Give the experienced
team at Stoneazy a call to find out how they can turn your ideas into reality.
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The lockfast floor, wall, pillar and cobble!
Take a look at the fabulous lockfast floor, wall, pillar and cobble range. As well as a choice of either
granite or sandstone, we offer a range of basalt and marble including a host of colours as wide and
varied as the spectacular Australian landscape.
Stoneazy’s lockfast sandstone colour range includes Kimberley Red, Outback Dust, Ironbark Grey,
Kakadu Mist, Savannah Gold, Bendigo Ash and Heron Green.

Outback Dust

Heron Green

Savannah Gold

Kakadu Mist

Kimberley Red

Bendigo Ash

Ironbark Grey

There’s also a host of stone patterns to increase your options in the lockfast floor, wall, pillar and
cobble range. Choose from natural “Pebble” stone shapes featuring smaller sized stone, to the popular
larger sized, “Random” option. Otherwise you can select the timeless appeal of the “Ashlar” pattern,
comprising of uniformly shaped stone of various size.

Pebble pattern Random Pattern Ashlar pattern

You can choose between two stunning grades of texture. Tumbled will give your floor a natural earthy
look and feel. For an authentic aged appearance, you might prefer our unique Old World antique
texture, which is produced using an exclusive sandblasting method developed by Stoneazy. Any
stone material can be adapted to the lockfast systems. The team at Stoneazy can also work with your
preferred stone type, pattern or specific colours.

The lockfast image gallery!
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